network representation, reputation/position analysis of users, social relationships characterization, topological structure analysis, social data analysis. This paper is structured as follows: "Social computing" section overviews the main stream soft computing techniques; Then, a comprehensive taxonomy and its soft computing techniques based SNA approaches are presented in "Soft computing" section. Finally, "When social computing meets soft computing" section concludes this paper by presenting general remarks regarding the current stage of the research and a brief analysis of future perspectives.
Social computing
This section will present the basic definition of social computing as well as the potential applications.
Definition of social computing
The terminology of social computing was firstly proposed in 1994. However, there are various definitions for social computing. Schuler [2] pointed out that social computing can be any type of computing application that uses software as a medium or focus of social relations. Therefore, his opinion emphasized the importance of social softwares. Dryer et al. [3] stated that social computing is the interplay between persons, social behaviors, and interactions with computing technologies, its design model focuses on the reciprocal interaction of the system design, human behavior, social contribution and interaction results in the mobile computing system. Wang et al. [4, 5] provided the definition of social computing in the narrow/broad sense. Broadly speaking, social computing refers to the computational theory and method for social sciences. Narrowly speaking, social computing is a computational theory and method for social activities, social processes, social structures, social organizations and their functions and effects. Figure 1 shows an architecture of social computing. The bottom level of this architecture illustrates that the real-life world is composed of physical world, mental world as well as artificial world. From practical point of view, it is easy to obtain a recognition that the social physics, social psychology and social computing are the certain products of the three worlds, respectively, and there is a significant overlap between them. Importantly, this recognition enables us to make full use of the model of artificial society, and use computers as experimental means under parallel system to check and demonstrate the hypothesis of social computing in the artificial world.
Research fields of social computing
Social computing is not only a technique but also a social phenomena. Basically, social computing has two main research trends: (1) social science-oriented social computing; (2) application-oriented social computing. And, these two research trends influence each other.
Social science-oriented social computing
Social science-oriented social computing is composed of social networks analysis and computational social science. First, social network analysis mainly covers the topics on social flows, healthcare, key nodes mining for disease dissemination, communities detection and so forth. The approaches about social network analysis are mainly categorized as: agent-based model, theoretical physics approach, and graph theory. Milgram et al. [6] and Watts et al. [7] pioneered the research on small-world. Based on their work, Barabasi et al. [8] found the connection between nodes followed the power-law distribution. In addition, there are other significant research achievements, such as strong and weak ties [9] , structural holes [10] , and information cascades [11] , etc. Second, computational social science is a cross-discipline among systems science, control science, and complex science. It mainly focuses on the research on social simulation and social system modeling by using equation based modeling and computational modeling [12] . Technically, data mining as a key technology for computational social science, is to discover the interesting and useful patterns from massive data by using machine learning approaches.
Application-oriented social computing
Application-oriented social computing refers to a type of particular application which incorporating the methodologies and technologies about social computing, such as communities, social network, social phycology. Application-oriented social computing experienced three phases: group software, social software and social media [13] . Group software was proposed in 1970s, and it was used in many research institutes. The essence of group software is a collaborative technology with the aim of supporting the interactions collaboratively. For example, computer supported cooperative work and computer supported collaborative learning are two classic group software applications. In 2005, as the rapid development of Web 2.0 [14] , social media is emerging. Social media emphasizes the active interaction from users, users can complete the social interactions by generating, consuming the contents over the social media. Recently, the wide usage of ubiquitous devices, such as mobile phones and smart devices, the mobile social media [15] [16] [17] attracts much attention from academia and industry.
Soft computing
Soft computing is defined as a collection of techniques spanning many fields that fall under various categories in computational intelligence [18] . Soft computing is a consortium of methodologies which work with real life problems and provides in one form or another flexible information processing capabilities for handling real-life and complex situations [19] . The guiding principle of soft computing is to explore the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth to achieve tractability, robustness and low solution cost that are not handled with conventional hard computing. Initially, soft computing is composed of three main branches: fuzzy systems [20, 21] , evolutionary computation [22, 23] , artificial neural computing [24] . Up to now, many new methods or techniques have been proposed for imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth, which are belong to soft computing. This paper makes a survey with the following soft computing techniques (as shown in Fig. 2 ) including fuzzy logic, formal concept analysis, rough sets analysis, and soft sets. The remainder of this section gives you the overview of these techniques. 
Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic (FL), a commonly used soft computing approach, provides a simple way to get a definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy or missing information of inputs. The working principle of FL is to process the data by allowing partial set membership rather than crisp set membership or non-membership. Fuzzy expert system consists of fuzzification unit that converts crisp values into fuzzified input [25] . It consists of inference engine that contains if then else rules and a defuzzification unit to convert the result in a readable form. FL incorporates fuzzy rule based IF X AND Y THEN Z inference approach to solve problem rather than attempting to model a system mathematically. For example, fuzzy inference engine can be used for obtaining the trust relationship between mobile users in mobile social networks [26] .
Formal concept analysis
Formal concept analysis (FCA) [27] is a typical computational intelligence technique for data analysis. FCA defines formal concepts to represent the relationships between objects and attributes in a domain. The objects and attributes are grouped into formal concepts, and then a conceptual hierarchy of all formal concepts (also called as formal concept lattice) can be constructed, which is a complete lattice. Therefore, giving a formal context, FCA can derive all formal concepts from this context and construct their formal concept lattice. Formally, relations of subsets of objects as well as attributes can be analyzed in the formal concept lattice, in addition, conceptual hierarchy provide information to order them according to a subconcept-superconcept relation [28, 29] .
Rough set theory
Rough sets theory (RST) [30] [31] [32] has been widely used for processing the incomplete and uncertain information. Recent years have witnessed the ubiquitous applications of RST in machine learning, data mining, and decision support analysis fields. Theoretically, RST provides a useful method to understand unkownledge by using knowledge base, in fact, when the available information is not enough to determine the exact value of a given set, lower and upper approximations in RST can be used for the representation of this set. The approximation synthesis of concepts from the acquired data is the main objective of the rough set analysis [33] . In real world practices, if a subset is difficult to define a concept in a given knowledge base, then rough sets can "approximate" the subset with respect to the knowledge base.
Soft set theory
The soft set theory [34, 35] is used as a general mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainty. It is proved that soft set is the generalization of the fuzzy set [36] , also a topological space (X, τ ) can be represented by soft set. Up to now, many operations and applications of soft sets have been provided [37, 38] . Soft set, as efficient uncertain information processing mathematical methodology, is used to help us for finding the optimized solution under the uncertain environment. It can easily characterize the incomplete and uncertain information from the parameterization point of view, especially for the inconsistency and incompleteness of the uncertain information.
When social computing meets soft computing
When social computing meets soft computing, what opportunities can it bring to researchers from both communities of soft computing and social computing. Figure 3 illustrates a category of study on social networks analysis from a soft computing perspective. The survey on soft computing techniques based social networks analysis will be elaborated with the three main aspects: (1) structural analysis; (2) social data analysis; (3) social interaction analysis.
The rest of this section will provide the comprehensive survey on soft computing techniques (FL, FCA, RST) based social networks analysis from the aspects of structural analysis, social data analysis and social interaction analysis.
Representation of social networks
Social network is often modeled with a graph (sometimes an adjacency matrix) where the nodes indicating the individuals and edges indicating the relationships between the individuals. Most literatures considers the social relationships are binary value, i.e., 0 or 1. As a matter of fact, the social relationships between individuals are very complex and dynamic under different context, thus there exist much uncertainty or vagueness in social networks.
Fuzzy logic based representation approach
To overcome these uncertainty or vagueness, Refs. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] applied fuzzy sets [36] for representing the social networks and analyzing the network. Commonly, a social network with vague relationships is represented with a fuzzy graph, so called fuzzy social networks [47] . The basic idea is described as follows: a fuzzy relation on a single set, R ⊆ X × X, is defined through the membership function.
(1) Equation (1) means that the social relationships between individuals are fuzzificated, denoted as µ R (u i , u j ). That is to say, the value of µ R (u i , u j ) is used to answer how strong is the relationship between u i and u j . Normally, the µ R (u i , u j ) has the following form: Figure 4 shows a representation for social networks based on FL. Clearly, a general social network as shown in Fig. 4a does not consider the strength of social relationships between individuals. Thanks to the FL and computing with words [48, 49] , a fuzzy graph (fuzzy social network) can describe various types of relationships according to value of u i and u j (shown in Fig. 4b ). For example, the relationship between A and D is a strong link with 0.88 degree of membership, but a weak link between B and C with 0.2 degree of membership.
FCA based representation approach
Recently years, FCA is also used for social networks analysis. Snael et al. [50] pioneered to represent the topology of a social network with a formal context. The solution of this representation approach as shown in Fig. 5 is to regard the individuals as both objects and attributes, and then construct the formal context according to the adjacency relation between individuals. A social network G can be modeled as a set of subjects, in which some of them have some relationships with others. This can be formalized as a classical mathematical relationship visualized as an undirected graph. Then, the modified adjacency matrix of G (denoted as A ′ ) is viewed as a formal context of G, namely FC(G) = (V , V , I), in which I is the binary relationship between two vertices. Ref. [51] proved that the FC(G) is equivalent to the modified adjacency matrix of G, i.e.,
Based on this representation approach, Hao et al. [51] first studied the k-balanced trusted cliques detection in signed social networks [23] . Further, they investigated the k-clique communities detection in social networks [29] . In both works [29] and [51] , the authors initially converted the given social network into a formal context and then constructed the corresponding concept lattice. Finally, the important findings on equivalence between the equiconcepts and cliques are proved. In addition, Dorflein [52] stated and proved that the basic theorem on coherence networks of concept lattices as an extension of the basic theorem on concept lattices.
if u i has the strongest relation with u j (0, 1) if u i has a certain extent related to u j 0 if u i is not related to u j 
Positional analysis
In social networks, the major purpose of positional analysis is to find similarities between individuals of a social network. One of the widely studied notions in the positional analysis of social networks is regular equivalence [53, 54] . As fuzzy social networks have received considerable attention, a regular equivalence to fuzzy social networks is generalized [42] . Based on FL, Portmann et al. [54] introduced a framework FORA to gain deeper insights into an organizations online reputation. Kudelka et al. [55] proposed a hybrid approach where the FCA is used for finding author's profiles based on keywords and fuzzy rules to learn the properties of the authors and to enhance the set of experts. Expert or influential people identification is an important task in social network positional analysis [56] . Kudelka et al. [54] introduced a new soft computing method for expert identification in social networks based on formal concept analysis and fuzzy rules. They proposed a hybrid approach where the formal concept analysis is used for finding author's profiles based on keywords and fuzzy rules to learn the properties of the authors and to enhance the set of experts.
Topological structure analysis
At present, most of previous work about topological structure mining mainly concentrate on cliques and communities mining from social networks. The framework of topological structure analysis with soft computing techniques is illustrated as shown in Fig. 6 .
FL-based topological structure mining
The problem of fuzzy community detection in networks was early studied in [57, 58] , it allows each vertex of the graph to belong to multiple communities at the same time, determined by exact numerical membership degrees, even in the presence of uncertainty in the data being analyzed. Golsefid et al. [59] proposed a fuzzy clustering model for detecting overlapping communities in complex networks. Their proposed model was developed based on the CPM clustering model [60] and assigns each node to each cluster by degree of belonging over an interval [0, 1] . Therefore, instead of one node belonging to exactly one cluster, it can belong to more than one cluster, and associated with each node was a set of membership levels. Davis et al. [46] attempted to identify fuzzy overlapping groups in social networks using stochastic model. They modeled the fuzzy overlapping group detection as an optimization problem. In summary, the ideas of these approaches are based on fuzzy membership function which is defined for the connections for one node to other communities.
FCA-based topological structure mining
Rome et al. [61] observed that the web subgraph can be viewed as a formal context and that web communities can be modeled by formal concepts. They utilized FCA to explore the community structure of the Web graph. Hao et al. [29] detected the k-balanced trusted cliques from signed social networks based on FCA. Further, Hao et al. [51] proposed a novel algorithm for mining the k-clique and k-clique communities based on FCA. They proved that all Equiconcepts 1 appearing in formal concept lattice of social network exactly match the cliques in social networks and also proved that the k-clique communities detection problem is equivalent to finding the k-intent Equiconcepts in the concept lattice of a social network. To reduce the high repetition rate between community-cores and isolated community, Fu et al. [62] presented an algorithm for detecting Blog community based on FCA. Initially, concept lattice was built from linkage relations 1 Equiconcepts refer to a type of special formal concepts where the extent equals to the intent.
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The framework of topological structure analysis with soft computing techniques between Blogs, then clusters were divided from the lattice based on equivalence relation, finally communities were clustered in each cluster based on the similarity of concepts [63, 64] . Ali et al. [65] investigated the community detection based on FCA, their approach take the formal context of the given social network, and determine the partial communities. Then, the ignored nodes are re-assigned to the communities by maximizing GroupNode modularity function. Aiming to address the cliques discovery from big graph, our recent work [66] adopted the formal concept analysis techniques and proposed a novel framework, called "cSketch" for identifying the cliques from big graphs. This framework takes the graph stream as the initial input, and summarizes the original graph stream into the sketched graph by using Hashing function over the vertices; Based on the obtained sketched graph, formal concept analysis is utilized for mining the cliques from it. The resulting cliques is approximate to the cliques appearing in the original graph. Ref. [67] exploited the formation principle of maximal cliques in social networks based on formal concept analysis. The authors proposed a FCA-based approach for detecting the bases of maximal cliques and detection theorem. Their work provides a new research solution and direction for future topological structure analysis in various complex networking systems. Hao et al. [68] pioneered a novel approach for similarity evaluation between graphs based on FCA. The feature of this approach is able to characterize the relationships between nodes and further reveal the similarity between graphs. Therefore, the highlight of their proposed approach is to take vertices and edges into account simultaneously. Thus, the measuring accuracy for graph matching can be improved. Overall, FCA-based topological structure mining is conducted based on the equivalence relation between equiconcepts and topological structures. These approaches are not dependent on the mathematical model, but also not dependent on the heuristics. Hence, this kind of approach provides a novel points for mining the topological structure from social networks.
RST-based topological structure mining
Regarding to this research branch, RST is often integrated with other traditional clustering algorithms in order to improve the detection performance of community discovery [69, 70] . Wang et al. [69] considered the difficulty of determining the value of K, and the relations among the cluster object or community node and the community. To overcome this disadvantage, they devised a community finding algorithm by incorporating the RST and k-mean clustering algorithm. Their proposed method is mainly used to find overlapping communities, and it can multi-anglely reflect the social network information better. In addition, our previous work [71] proposed rough k-clique theory that relaxes the conventional k-clique by using the newly defined upper/lower vertices approximation that are used for describing the boundary of the given subgraph. Therefore, the topological structure of any given subgraph can be characterized by the virtue of rough k-clique theory.
Social web mining
Social web mining, a specific web mining procedure over social media, may help to collect knowledge from the communities, hyperlink references, opinion graphs and most liked information. Thus, social web mining is a efficient way for discovering useful knowledge and extracting social intelligence from the web log data obtained from open source websites that are available on the web [72] . Social media web sites personalization is the procedure of modifying the content and structure of a web site to the precise requirements of each user taking benefit of the user's directional behavior. The main phases of the web personalization comprises of: (1) the collection of web data; (2) the preprocessing phase of these data; (3) the analysis of the collected data and (4) the purpose of the actions that should be performed. The log files are collected from the proxy server log. The gathered data are undergoing a preprocessing phase to remove the unwanted and noisy information. The web directories are discovered based on the user and session clustering. For grouping the user and session, the Neuro Fuzzy Clustering Approach (NFCA) is applied [19] . Additionally, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), as an advanced soft computing methodology, is used for social web mining. Ahmad et al. [73] presented an ACO based approach for expert identification and query routing in social networks. Kwon et al. [74] proposed a novel method for sentiment trend analysis using ACO algorithm and SentiWordNet. They first collected social data in the form of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples, and then used ACO algorithm to digitized the amassed RDF triples. Using ACO algorithm, the pheromone values were computed to extract the trends of the user's sentiments with the modified equations. Next, the user's sentiment scores were evaluated for the computed pheromone values with respect to the sentiment words with SentiWordNet. Finally, they analyzed the sentiment trend of the online user by time.
Social data analysis
Soft computing techniques based SNA provides several new social data analysis solutions for social networking services, such as folksonomy mining [75] , tag recommendation, social marketing [76] , social recommendation and sentiment analysis [77] . Jaschke et al. [78] proposed an algorithm for mining iceberg tri-lattices for mining the frequent tri-concepts. Hao et al. [79] proposed an approach of variable precision concept [80] based extended conceptual knowledge discovery in folksonomy for tag recommendation and resource suggestion. Based on FCA, [26] presented a novel approach for tag recommendation based on users' interest lattice matching (UILM). UILM constructs the users' interest lattice according to users' interest context extracted from tagging data. Lattice matching is then proposed and applied to obtain the users that are similar to the current user. Zhang et al. [81] studied the friends recommendation in social network. Basically, FCA is applied to analyzing the binary relation between users and terms of micro-blogs text. Then, a concept lattice was constructed to store the knowledge context based on the relationship among users and terms for assisting recommendation. By calculating the concept similarity and matching visited candidate users with the constructed concept lattice, the followee can be recommend in terms of these similarity. Recently, sentiment analysis, as an emerging topic, is becoming more and more important in social networks. Mukkamala et al. [82] presented an integrated modeling approach for analysis of social data with the sentiment analysis based on the FL. Trung et al. [55] proposed a fuzzy propagation modeling for opinion mining by sentiment analysis of online social networks. Further, a practical system named TweetScope, has been implemented to efficiently collect and analyze all possible tweets from customers. Considering the vague sentiment words in social networks, for example, the "excellent" and "good" are both expressed with positive sentiment, however, the positive degree of both words are not the same. To address this problem, Jusoh et al. [83] introduced the use of a fuzzy lexicon and fuzzy sets in deciding the degree of positive and negative. Regarding to the data sparse and information overload issues, Hao et al. [38] proposed a soft set-based recommendation model and devised the corresponding algorithm. Their approach is easier for implementation and recommendation; Besides, their approach not only recommend the items, but also make the feedback regarding to the results. Thus, there is no data sparse issue. Therefore, it is believed that the proposed approach can be applied into many other potential recommendation systems.
Human mobility analysis is another interesting research topic. Considering the human movement data including high levels of uncertainty and noise. Soft computing owns the necessary characteristics to extract accurate mobility models [84] . Proposed a novel approach to extract personal mobility patterns by means of the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm. Their achievements will help to comprehensively capture and understand the movement of people in large spatial regions.
Medicine and healthcare services
The rapid development of ICT industrials is facilitating the advancement of medicine and healthcare. Particularly, healthcare has been promoted to an important social issue related to people's work and study. This past decade has witnessed the dramatic development of modern medical technologies by virtue of the wireless internet, the Internet of Things, and other ubiquitous technologies [85] . This section is devoted to overviewing the related literatures on soft computing-based social network analysis in medicine/ healthcare services. Hao et al. [85] firstly represented the medical treatment data as an 3-order tensor that includes three dimensions of the objective, treatment phase, and treatment plan. Each element in this constructed tensor indicates an evaluation. Based on this representation model, a three-dimensional fuzzy evaluation model for selecting the sustainable medical treatment plan is further devised. In order to obtain a sustainable treatment plan, the membership functions for various evaluation linguistic terms are established. Then, a vertical aggregation was carried out (i.e., the degrees of membership are aggregated from the dimension of treatment phase), and then the overall degrees of membership were aggregated by a linear aggregation formula (i.e., horizontal aggregation). As we all known, medicine functions exploration is a challenge issue, a traditional clinic medical approach is to test it in both animal and human. Unfortunately, it usually consume a long time for identifying the functions of the medicine. To cope with this issue, Hao et al. [68] evaluated the similarity between the targeted graph (since the molecular structure of the targeted medicine can be modeled as a graph) and the graphs (i.e., other existing medicines) in the database via rough-k cliques theory which is a novel soft computing methodology [71] . Recently, the dramatic explosion of huge number of heterogeneous medical data in smart healthcare, is leading to many difficulties on both obtaining the intelligence, cognition and natural interactions between doctors and patients. Considering these challenges [86] , proposed a big medical data cognitive system with the proposed methodology that is n-ary formal concept analysis. The unique features of this cognitive system include efficient big data representation, high-quality data associations, and natural semantics interpretation among dimensions.
Relevant softwares for social computing
This section lists the softwares for social network analysis [87] [88] [89] [90] . Then, several specific softwares for social network analysis based on soft computing are presented as well. Table 1 summarizes the commonly-used general software packages and specialized software packages for social networks analysis.
In addition, this paper also lists the main visualization softwares for social networks, as shown in Table 2 . To the best of our knowledge, the specific softwares for soft computing-based social network analysis are not available. However, we can adopt the soft computing softwares or tools for assisting the social network analysis. For example, FCA-based social network analysis, an emerging approach social network analysis, is widely used. Particularly, we illustrate how to analyze the social network with an open platform for lattices-Galicia [112] .
• Context construction A given social network g, modeled as a graph as shown in Fig. 7 .
By using the construction approach [29] , the formal contexts (as shown in Fig. 8 ) are easily obtained as follows.
• Concept lattice building According to the formal concept lattice generation algorithm presented in [29] , the formal concept lattices of the given graph g is shown in Fig. 9 .
• Social computing issues In this step, we can execute the topological structure mining and analysis based on the above extracted formal concepts. For example, our previous work [29] has proved that the equivalence relation between the equiconcepts and cliques. With this relation, we can extract the k-cliques, k-clique communities from social networks. Interestingly, the location-focused communities detection and evolutionary can be accomplished by observing the changing patterns of m-triadic concepts [113] . In field of graph matching, the formal concepts are regarded as the main features of the graphs for further evaluating the similarity between graphs [68] . 
Conclusions
As the scale of social media and number of users are rapidly increasing, social network analysis (SNA) has become an important tool for experts and researchers in social computing. Specially, the necessary information is often distributed and hidden on social site servers, so there is an urgent demand for designing some new approaches for collection and analysis the social network. Soft computing methodologies like fuzzy sets, neural networks, genetic algorithms, rough sets, soft sets and their hybridizations, have recently been widely utilized to solve data mining problems. They strive to provide approximate solutions at low cost, thereby speeding up the process. In this paper, we firstly answered what happening when social computing meets soft computing. Then, we discussed the state-of-art on various soft computing techniques those are used for social networks analysis. It is believed that this paper can provide more insights for researchers from the both social computing and soft computing fields.
